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Hey! I went to Chamba, Uttarakhand, for the EdTerra GoDirect 
photography camp. The entire experience was great as I got to make 
new friends, I played various types of games, and of course learned 
many new photography skills like portrait, nature in a jar, 
multiplicity, levitation, etc. I went on this camp in 2016 and I 
enjoyed this experience far more than my previous camps. We were 
divided into teams on the basis of our skills in photography; 
simultaneously, we participated in a number of adventure 
activities like rock climbing, zip line, friendly ladder, etc.

All the staff members we interacted with during the camp were 
amazing, and we enjoyed the camp lot. Lastly, I would like to say 
that the entire camp was a great experience and I would like to 
attend the camp next year as well. 

Thanks! 
 
Sarthak Bajaj
 
Program C2-Photography
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My son, Itish Raj, went on camp with EdTerra GoDirect. I am very 
happy with his learnings under your guidance. Some of the 
learnings that  my son has picked up on his camp include how to:

1. Work in a team and benefit greatly from teamwork
2. Concentrate and resolve challenges in life
3. Make life easy, when faced with adverse conditions
4. Adjust to changing situations that may be adverse, sudden or 
unexpected
5. Make new friends and inter-mingle with everyone
6. Build on his self-confidence and use it wisely
7. Help others, always

In addition to the above, he learnt to adapt to his surroundings, 
which in turn has helped him in 
dealing with changes in his day-to-day environment as well. 

Thanks a lot….EdTerra Edventures!

Jitendar Malik 

Father of Itish Raj - Young Adventurer 2017

www.edterra.com



much more
THAN   JUST

a holiday
THE EXPERIENCE
Real adventures that are designed just for children. They get 
to try amazing activities and laugh with new friends and old, 
in the place that matters the most - the great outdoors.

Children gain new experiences and a whole lot of 
self-confidence and independence.

They get to challenge themselves.

OUR EXPERTISE
We conduct high quality, rich with content - experiential 
learning camps for children.

Dedicated Program Development Team that designs age 
specific programs with a focus on experiential learning and 
fun.

Specially trained, motivated and compassionate team with 
specialised activity instructors.

SAFETY IS OUR PRIORITY
Worked with over 60,000 children from across the country in 
the past 10 years.

Working with over 50 of the most reputed schools across 
India.

1:10 Adult-Child ratio - Adults are trained and vetted specially 
for conducting children centric programs.

International standard and certified/approved quality 
equipment and safety gear.

Outdoor instructors are certified from reputed 
mountaineering institutes like Nehru Mountaineering 
Institute, Atal Bihari Vajpayee Mountaineering Institute, 
KNOLS, etc.

Instructors are trained in Wilderness First Aid to handle 
situations that may occur during the outdoor program.

Doctor on call

Adequate Number of female instructors

Extensive standard operations procedures

www.edterra.com
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My daughter had a wonderful time on her recent trip to 
Chamba. Added to fun was learnings in photography. You 
all did an excellent job of keeping us informed and 
updated via facebook. The camp was very well organized 
and she is definitely keen to go again. I look forward to 
interacting with you and your team in the future.

Upasana Luthra 

Mother of Nritu Luthra - Young Photographer 2017
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What is it all about?

You will create images that will amaze you and your friends, 
by learning skills used by professional photographers. By the 
end of the camp you will have developed a portfolio of 
exciting images. You also get to experience various 
adventure activities on the program.

What will I learn?

You will be taught the 12 critical elements of 
composition and how they are employed with the creative 
process of some of the world’s greatest photographers. You 
will understand systematically the basics of what makes a 
good photograph and how not to commit the most common 
mistakes, be it exposure, composition or camera care. 

What is it all about?

You will participate in a series of structured outdoor 
adventure activities built on a new creative theme each day. 
Outdoor sessions entail activities like bouldering, trekking, 
shelter making, fire making without matches, finding food in 
nature, using natural elements to find directions and routes 
and one night in the forest where you implement all that you 
have learnt under our supervision.

What will I learn?

This immersive experience will help you lose 
inhibitions, become independent adapt to different 
situations. You will learn basic survival skills whereby at the 
end of the program you will be able to boast about how you 
can live in the wild on your own. 

Create Meaningful Images 

|     Create personal Portfolio 
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Young Adventurers
Six days of Outdoor
Adventure  Activities

Six days of Photography 
Adventure 

Young Photographers Young Astronomers

Young Sherlocks



What is it all about?

Inspired by the character created by 
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, the Young Sherlock program 
provides a platform for you to spawn curiosity and 
forge an analytic mind. You will learn how to observe 
and notice even the minutest details around you.

What will I learn?

You will learn how an investigator uses different 
forensic tools to solve even the most complex 
problems. You will learn tools like Blood Group 
Identification, Fingerprinting, how to Crack Codes and 
bring all the tools together to solve a crime scene on 
the campus. You will also learn why it is important to 
focus on the details and still be able to think out of 
the box. 

What is it all about?

This perhaps is the only Adventure Camp for 
Astronomy of its kind in the world! No kidding. You 
will get to observe the celestial clockwork through 
powerful telescopes and with carefully planned, 
hands-on activities, unlock the box that holds the 
secrets of the stars, planets, galaxies and moons.

What will I learn?

You will not just learn about the different planets, 
galaxies, stars and moons, you will also get to learn 
and use a telescope, how to assemble a telescope 
at home, how rockets work, build your own mini 
hydro powered rocket, Astro photography, how 
rover vehicles work on the surface of the moon and 
use a miniature working model.

Young

Sherlocks
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Six days of Star Gazing  
Adventure 

Young Astronomers

Young Sherlocks
Six days of Crime  Solving 
Adventure 



camp ‘O’ Royale Dhanaulti

Located at 8500 feet in the lap of the Mussoorie Hills the campus is built amidst thick 
Pine, Cedar and Rhododendron Forest. You get a view of the snow capped Himalayan 
peaks round the year. 

The summer temperatures on the campus range from 25 to 30 degrees celcius in the 
daytime and 13 to 18 degrees celcius at night. 

Distance from Delhi to the campsite is 311 km and 64 km from Dehradun Railway Station.

Accommodation is provided in tents with attached western style toilets.

Travel: 

ONWARDS from Delhi: Dehradun Shatabdi from New Delhi Railway Station to Dehradun 
(6:45 am departure). 

RETURN to Delhi: Dehradun Shatabdi from Dehradun to New Delhi Railway Station (
10:45 pm arrival)

Transport to and from Dehradun Railway Station will be covered by Tempo Travellers 
(2.5 hours journey)

*For outstation participants please contact our office for travel options

www.edterra.com



the team
Shonu Chandra (The Brains)
Shonu is known as an experimental educationist, philanthropic 
media person and a motivated and focused traveler.

He wants the children of today to see life in all its universality 
and totality, and since the world is interconnected and has to be 
collaborated, children must travel to overcome cultural 
boundaries.

Subin Varghese (The Backbone)
Subin comes with more than 25 years of experience in 
various roles, running and managing medium enterprises in 
various industries in India and overseas.

In an organization where travel and children, two dynamic 
variables, are involved, he is invaluable as the proverbial 
“solution finder” with a prompt solution to any problem.

Gunika Singh (The Venturer)
With a decade of experience in working with 
children in the outdoors, Gunika is the lead, 
involved into innovating and venturing into 
unknown terrains to ensure that children have 
a meaningful and fun-filled experience.

Nipun Malik (The Explorer)
Nipun is one of the most experienced persons 
in the field of experiential learning with 
children, having worked with over 5000 
participants alone over the span of 15 years.

He entered the field owing to his passion for 
the outdoors, which he was exposed to as a 
child. He now runs similar camps for children.

Rishabh Jain (Astronomy Guru)
Rishabh has an asteroid discovery to his credit. 
From computer language, he moved to the 
language of astronomy and Astor-photography, his 
work  having featured on BBC Earth and Universe 
Today. 

Sohail Azam (The Grounder)
Sohail was able to realize his passion for working 
with children through various NGO's. He is 
currently excited by the challenge of empowering 
learning by mixing education, adventure, media 
and travel. 

Navneet Lohia (Safety Baba)
With an experience spanning 10 years in the 
outdoors, Navneet has been closely associated 
with the safety aspect of camps. With his vast 
experience of working all over India in the outdoor 
space, he ensures that all safety measures are 
met and maintained during the programs. 

Akshat Jain (The Light Chaser)
Akshat Jain is an award winning photographer 
based in New Delhi. After studying photography 
from MCRC, Jamia he ventured into fashion 
photography. His other passion is the Argentine 
Tango

Sumant Vij
Team GoDirect Bengaluru

Rashmi Jha
Team GoDirect Mumbai

Sangeeta Mukherjee
Team GoDirect Kolkata

Nadia Sanjana
Team GoDirect Pune

www.edterra.com



what to pack
Strictly adhere to the list below. Pack everything in one bag that’s easy to carry, preferably a 
duffle bag or rucksack. Participants have to carry their own bags at all times. An ideal bag 
size is 40L.

CLOTHING & FOOTWEAR
T-Shirt (half Sleeves)        5 to 6
T-Shirts (Long Sleeves)        1 to 2
Track Pants           2
Shorts             2-3
Sweatshirt/light jacket        1
Warm Sweater/jacket        1
Rainproof Jacket         1
Night Dress           1
Towel             1
Undergarments          As per requirement
Socks             As per requirement
Sports/ Hiking Shoes (rubber soled)    1
Floaters / Crocks (with strap)      1
Cap / Hat            1
Jeans (only for travel)        1

PERSONAL BELONGINGS
Torch with spare batteries       1
Toiletries            As per requirement
Mosquito Repellent (Spray / Cream)    1
Sun Screen           1
Sun Glasses  (with prescription if applicable) 1
Personal Medication         As per requirement
Prescription Glasses (if applicable)    2 

OTHER ITEMS
CASH – A Maximum Amount of Rs 1000 is allowed at the campus.
MOBILE PHONES – Mobile Phones are strictly prohibited on campus. 
FOOD ITEMS & TUCK - You may carry your own tuck for travel purpose. The remainder will be taken 
away on reaching the campus.
ELECTRONICS & JEWELLERY – No valuables or expensive electronics to be brought onto the campus. 
We shall in no way be responsible for any loss/damage/theft. You may carry a camera.

COMMUNICATION
Once the program begins, two updates will be posted on the EdTerra Facebook page: 
www.facebook.com/edterraindia - one in the morning post breakfast and one in the evening post 
evening activities.

For any emergency parents can contact or the office at 011-48885800 the Edterra Relationship 
Manager at +91-9711 615 892

www.edterra.com
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Young Astronomers Camp
Camp Code: YAS
YAS1: 20 May - 25 May 2018
Program Fee -  Rs. 25,095
Travel Fee - Rs. 3,000
Tax 5% -  Rs. 1,405
Total -  Rs. 29,500

Young Photographers Camp
Camp Code: YP
YP1: 27 May - 01 June 2018
Program Fee -  Rs. 25,095
Travel Fee - Rs. 3,000
Tax 5% -  Rs. 1,405
Total -  Rs. 29,500

Young Sherlocks Camp
Camp Code: YS
YS1: 03 June - 08 June 2018
Program Fee -  Rs. 25,095
Travel Fee - Rs. 3,000
Tax 5% -  Rs. 1,405
Total -  Rs. 29,500

Young Adventurers Camp
Camp Code: YA
YA1: 20 May - 25 May 2018
YA2: 27 May - 01 June 2018
YA3: 03 June - 08 June 2018
Program Fee -  Rs. 25,095
Travel Fee - Rs. 3,000
Tax 5% -  Rs. 1,405
Total -  Rs. 29,500
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505-507, Vikrant Tower, 4 Rajendra Place, New Delhi -110008
 Ph: +91 9711 615 892
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let’s make 2018

ADVENTURE
the year of

LEARNING


